Recent Apartment Construction – Plano. Notice the walkable neighborhoods (NOT).

Broadstone - Park Place at Preston & Plano Pkwy – Take a walk on Preston?
Heritage 190 – the Bridge at Alma & Plano Pkwy. Very Dense.
Alta / Cityscape at Coit & Mapleshade. Walk across Coit to Wal-Mart & Sam’s Club.
Aura One90 at Plano Pkwy and Executive Dr. Practically Under George Bush / 190. What a quality of life with all the noise and pollution. Where is the green space?
Gateway Crossing at Shiloh & Wynview. Where the Greenspace & Walkable Neighborhood?
Residents complain they cannot find parking spaces in the evening and visitors cannot find parking
Huntington Apartments – Rasor Blvd

350 UNIT HIGH-DENSITY COMPLEX ON RASOR. A SECOND 500 UNIT COMPLEX WAS APPROVED. THIS WILL BRING TOTAL AREA APARTMENTS TO 3,000.

See the pictorial map on the following page – over 3,000 apartments crammed together.
Here are the 3,000 surrounding apartments – this is very high density. Fortunately, some of the apartments were built before the city changed its policies to allow taller and more dense apartment structures. If all units were built under the City’s new policies, the number of apartments in the small area could be 4,500 to 5,000.